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NSA Representative Addresses Council
Monday'sstudentcouncilmeet-

ing was the scene of more .infortna tion concernin·g the National
Student Association. On hand to
answer questions and offer more
repoi·tage was Don Smith, a National ·Representative from the
N.S.A. and student of the Uni·
versily of Texas,
Before making any comments,
Mr. Smith was preceded by Tom
Brinson who gave a majority report in which he gave an evaluation of the N.S.A. Having done
research on the oragnization, Mr.
Bl'inson stated advantages, policies, requirements, etc., of the
N.S.A.
Immediately after his report had
been finished, questions began rising from the floor directed at
both Mr. Brinson and Mr. Smith.
Mr. Smith handled most of the
questions and many of them pertained to the points which had
been previously mentioned by Mr.
Bl'inson.

Panel Discussion New Feature
Of
Annual Thomas Fest Program
"Has there been a significant this year, the program's format
moral change among Cincinnatians in the last decade?" will be
the topic of discussion at the upcoming Thomas Fest to be held in
K e 11 y Auditorium on Tuesday,
March 6. The program, which is
open to the student body and to
the public, will begin at 8:00 p.m.

The Thomas Fest is an annual
presentation c o n d u. c t e d by the
Philosophy Department at XU on
or around the feastday of St.
Thomas Aquinas, considered by
many to be the greatest of Catholic philosophers. The Fest's main
purpose is, generally stated, to
stimulate the minds of the students of Xavier University and the
citizens of this area by presenting
speakers who deal with subjects
of interest and timely problems
Gar~ T71er, Chairman of tile NSA Javes&f«atloia Committee, wel· from a philosophical point of view.
eomes Don Smith, NSA 1111tlonal repn:sentatlve, to Ille X.vler campus.
Rev. George A. Curran, the
Smltlt, wlto addressed Stadenl Conell Oda week, Is a studeat at Ole
Thomas
Fest chairman, says that,
UDlventl7 of Te:xaa.

In making replies to the questions asked, Mr. Smith stated tha·t
political education, vast files of
exchangable information from
other colleges concerning student
government, etc., and N.S.A. discount rates pertaining to airlines,
hotels and insurance firms are a
Four discussions of "The Underfew of the advantages the N.S.A. developed Nations," to be held
has to offer,
Sunday, March 4, at 8:00 p.m. in
He talked of their s~rong stand the Xavier University Armory,
against communism and also men- will comprise the second part in
tioned how their organization has the current series of symposia on
been praised in the past by such Pope John XXIII's encyclical Magl'eat men as Eisenhowe1· and &er e& Magistra.
This series of discussions, sponKennedy.

Encyclical Discussion Continues
Encouraged By Enthusiastic Response

He made it ve1·y cleat· that the
N.S.A. was a· non-political, nonprofit-making, non-partisan, nonpl'essure-group 'organization with
a basic role and philosophy,
Mr. Smith stated that dues per
yea1· a1·e $87.50 but if Xavier joins
this late in the year that amount
would be cut in half.

Smith's comments and evaluations were found so interesting by
the members of Council that many
of them remained to discuss the
organization for several hours.

World Hunger
Talk Slated

.sored by the Xavier Faculty Committee, is open to the public without charge, Approximately 1,000
persons attended the first .symposium, which was held Sunday,
February 18.
Father Donald C. McCarthy,
member of the faculty oI Mt. St.
Mary's Seminary, will speak first,

Mardi Gras Celebration
Begins Tonight At Armory
Jim Sweeney, Chairman of the
1962 Ma·rdi Gras weekend, has announced this week that all arrangements have been completed
and everything possible has been
done in order to make this weekend most enjoyable for all par-

dances will be held in the Xavier
Armory and will begin at 9:00 p.m.
Tickets for either night are $3.00
a couple, or for those wishing to
attend both affairs, a oombination ticket may be purchased for
$5.00. Jim· mentioned tha,t ticket
sales have done very well but
ticipating.
there are some tickets reserved
The Ma·rdi Gras will begin tofor sale at the door fo1· either
night with the Masquerade Ball.
night.
Costumes are required and prizes
will be awarded for the best cos-

tumes. Frank Brown and ht'dsanocrechestra will provide the
Rev. Edward W. O'Rourke, Ex- music.
ecutive Director of the National
Saturd·ay night brings the OverCatholic Rural Life Conference
. speak at Xavier
. Mai·ch 7,' The-Rhine
will
Party with the Queen
1962 on the subject "World With- City Jazz Band ~upplying the muout Hunger." In the field of "rural
sical portion of the program. Both
life" Fr. O'Rourke might be conside1·ed an expert. The seventh
of eleven children, Fr. O'Rourke
was i·aised on a farm in McLean
County, Illinois. He received all
his elementary schooling in a one1'00m open country school, .Qe
Gary Tyler, President ot the
went on from there to receive his Junior Class, announced this week
deg1·ee in June 1938 from St. that a special Student Council
Henry's College, Belleville, Il- committee will be set up to inlinois. Fr. completed his studies vestigate the possibility of formfor the priesthood at St. Mary
ing an evening college student
of the Lake Seminary, Mundelein,
government. The committee, to be
IHinois, receiving the Licentiate
composed of interested evening
of Sacred Theology deg1·ee in
college members and several repMay 1944. Father is also the auresentatives of the present day
thol' of two books: Marriage and
division council, has tentaively set
Family Life, and Fundamentals
(Coo&lnued oa Pase 8)
·
., .rbllOllOpb~.

Night School
Council Proposed

No. 16

on "Christianity and Socia~ Progress in Underdeveloped Nations."
Next Bernard L. Martin, chair·
man of Xavier's marketing de·
partment, will explain the problems of "Latin America." Miss
Elizabeth Reid, author of the
book ·1 Belong Where I'm Needed,
will then talk a'bout "The Entrance and Presence of the Ghurch
in the Underdeveloped Nations."
And the final speaker will be w.
Vincent Delaney, history professor at Our Lady of Cincinnati
College, who will discuss "The
Papai Volunteers for Latin America." Msgr. Earl J. Whalen, executive secretary of the Archdiocesan Council of Catholic Men
and Women, will serve as chairman of the discussion.
This symposium will be followed by two more programs, one
on March 18 and one on Apl'il 8,
to complete the present series.

will be somewhat different from
those of the past, in that, instead
of presenting only one or two
speakers, the Philosophy Department has scheduled a panel dis•
cussion on a subject of utmost importance to an understanding of
the moral and social situation here
in Cincinnati.
Two well-known Catholic Cincinnatians will be the main speakers at the event. Lt. Col. HC'nt'Y
Sandman, Chief of Detectives at
the Cincinnati Police Department,
and Mr. Francis Manella, executive director of the Cincinnati Citizens' Committee on Youth, are
scheduled. Mr. Manella, a gradu·
ate of the University of Pittsburgh, is also active in the Cincinnati Catholic Interracial Council.
The rest of the panel will consist of the Very Rev. Monsignor
Hubert T. Unger, director of the
Catholic Charities of the Archdio•
cese ot Cincinnati, and Mr. Paul
Hahn, Chief Probation Officer at
the Cincinnati Juve n i 1 e Court.
Mrs. William H. Hessler, wife of
the well-known Cincinnati En•
quirer political columnist and Ex•
ecutive Secretary of the Good
Government League of Cincinnati,
is also being sought for the panel
discussion, although her appear•
ance is_ uncertain as of yet.

Negro Voters'
Plight Cited

Rev. James Dowdy, a negi·e>
Baptist minister from Somerville,
Tennessee, argued the case for
"Negroes and the Right to Vote"
in the Cash Room on Feb. 21. Rev.
Dowdy sketched fo1· the convo•
cation a picture of the Negro vs.
White political situation in his
native Fayette and H a y o o d
counties.
Rev. Dowdy's lecture incorpo ..
rated a dissection of the tactics
used by the white citizens, to pre.
vent the negro vote. The lecturer,
citing s e v e r a 1 personal experiences, related how the County
Commissioner's office, the police
and the rest of the white popula.
tion had united to prevent the
Mr. Tyler expressed his appre- negro registration, The methods
ciation for the honor of being described ranged from the gambit
elected. The lloor was then opened
for nominations for the office of of "hiding" the registration office
secretary-treasurer. Mr. Br and t to the issuance of blunt threats
was again nominated fo1· this of- and the eventual execution, in
fice but respectfully declined the terms of physical violence, of
nomination. Mike McCaffery and those threats.
John O'Shea were then nominated
for the office. Again, the candiRev. Dowdy is the representa.
dates were asked to leave the tive of "Operation Freedom," an

w

Tyler New President
-Of Clef Club House
Annual elections for the offices
of president and secretary-treasurer of the Clef Club House were
held last Thursday evening, Feb..,
ruary 22. Frank Miller, outgoing
president of the House prefaced
the elections by distributing a report of the progress which the
House has made since initiation
last year.
Nominations were then taken
for th~ office of president. Gerry
Brandt and Gary TyJer were nominated for the office and, after
they had made a brief statement
of their policies, they were requested to leave the room while 8
discussion of th e qualifications
of each of the candidates ensued.
After a very· close vote, the candidates re-ente1·ed the room and
it was announced that Mr. Tylc1·
had won the election.

I

room and a discussion of the merits of each ensued. Upon their reentry into the room, Mr. McCaffery was declared the new secretary-treasurer of the House.
In his closing remarks, Mr. Tyler requested the cooperation of
all the members of the House and,
as he explained, lt is only through
the effort of all of the members,
that the prog1·ess of the House can
be continued.

organization presently devoted to
the reinforcement of the negro
right to vote. Rev. Dowdy ex•
plained the mechanism of his oi;..
ganization and ended with an ap•
peal for both financial and moral
assistance.
Ed. Note: Rev. Dowdy will address a Freedom Rally at tlle
Clifton Metllodist Church, Clifton
Ave. and Senator Pl., Tuesday,

March 6, at 8:00 p.m•
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. . .THERE tl1ere is mucli desire to learn,
WW there of neccssilfl will be much arguing,
nmch writing, mallfl opinions: for opinion in
good men is but lmowledge in lhe making.
John Miltor]

Council And
Its Recommendation
In a letter which was read before Student
Council two weeks ago, the Dean of Men
of Xavier University, Father Patrick Ratterman, S.J., made the following statement:
"It has just been called to my attentionand I am remiss for not having known this
and so informed Council - that affiliation
with N.S.A. (National Student Association),
if approved by Council, will have to be approved by the Xavier University President, ·
J!"'ather Paul O'Connor. Fr. O'Connor will
unquestionably base his judgment on the
recommendation of the University Board of
~frustees."

Father Ratterman goes on to explain that
"if Council approves affiliation with N.S.A.,
such will have to be submitted to the President in the form of a recommendation."
This came as somewhat of a surp1·ise to
many of the Councilmen and students who
had· been following the N.S.A. p1·oceedings.
'fhe majority of those concerned assumed
that Council's decision would be confirmed
by University officials as a matter of comse.
A quick check of "The X Book," however, would have enlightened anyone. Under the section dealing with student government, the following passage can be
found: "The administration states clearly
that it m·ust always retain the power of
ultimate policy decision in all university
affairs. ·The administration quite frankly
guards against prematm·e student efforts to
assume control of an area of university student life where students cannot guarantee
an exercise of real responsibility."
This puts Student Council in tlie rather
inglorious poeition of being n1erely a recom•
mending body in important student matters.
The NEWS would not go so far as to agree ·
with the age-old criticism of Xavier's Student Council that it only has authority when
it comes to planning a ·social program or
11andling other less important matters. However, ~e are beginning to wonder just where
and how far Council's authority does go.
Perhaps, we can find the answer in. another passage from "The X Book" which

vative means when he calls someone a liberal. Since more people read Buckley than
Sherry, more people will come to accept
Buckley's definitions than Sherry's.

states that "in ·all matters which concern
non-academic student life the university is
willing ·and anxious to delegate authority
to the students to such degree as the student governmental organizations show a
willingness' and manifest ability to direct
student activities to university ideals and
goals."
It would seem to us that Student Council
has made great advances in recent years in
exhibiting a "willin~ness and manifest ability to direct student activities to university
ideals and goals." We would hope to see
them rewarded with some definite authority
in important student matters.

In Up from Liberalism, Buckley says that
liberals "are men and women who tend to
believe that the human being is perfectible
and social progress predictable, and that tl)e
instrument for effecting the two is reason;
that truths are transitory and empiricaUy
tletermined; that equa1ity is desirable aml
attainable through the action of state power; that social and individual differences, if
they are not rational, are objectionable, anti
should be scientifically eliminated; that all
peoples and societies should strive to organize themselves upon a rationalist and
scientific paradig~:"

Defining Terms

In National Review (February 27, 1962),
Buckley approaches the liberal from another angle: "Assume that change dominates man, rather than that man can dominate change; assume that God is dead;
assume that the · people of the world wiJI
respond with Pavlovian predictability to
material inducements; assume that it is
within the power of the human will to produce instant prosperity; assume that the
enemy's movement is essentially a response,
however misconceived, to the legitimate aspirations of the people; assume that _nothing is more important than peace, and that
the way to have peace is to compromise
with the enemy; assume all those things,
and those many other tbings that derive
from them, and you have the archtype of
the American Liberal. You have, in a word,
Chester Bowles."
It will save a lot of .misunderstanding if;
instead of condemning Mr. Buckley _because
he would have condemned St. Thomas, we
condemn him on his own terms. Moreover
.jf we are going to criticize Jiberais it is important to make clear whether or not we
mean people who believe that change dom. inates. man, etc. Too often· writers identify
conservatives with anti-Communists, liberals with the welfare state. We hope that
American liberals are- ·against Communism·
·and that American consel'Vatives are for
the welfare of the state.
If any kind· of effective political discussion
is to take place, clarity in the use of basic
terms is. a necessity.

In view of the new NEWS. column, "Conservative- Corner," Jt seems that a certain
amount of clarification is necessary if the
term "liberal" and ."conservative" are to be
used with any meaning. In an article entitled "Liberal and Conservative-Two Approaches to ·Realty," Gerard E. Sherry wrote
in an issue of Catholic Mind (Jan. - Feb.,
1961) that "Fundamentally, the conservative is sensitive to dangers, and the libera~
is sensitive to opportunities.". For example:
"Because St. Thomas wishes to enlist Aris.totle into the service of the Faith, he was
condemned. Because he has in no way endangered the Faith, but had given it a new
defense, he was later canonized." Ovbiously,
conservatives would have o p p o s e d St.
Tho·mas's enlistment of Aristotle and liberals would have applauded it.
Such, it appears· to us, is a common conception held by the ordinary Catholic in
the street on the distinction between liberal
and conservative positions. 1t is, of course,
true that there are two ways of facing an
impo1·tant situation. One ~an can see in i~
creasing governmental centralization. much
good, another man evil. It is not obvious
however that what a conservative spokesman such as William F. Buckley means by
liberalism or conservatism is such a simple
psychological stance.
Before we start putting tags on one another and on political leaders, it is a goOll
idea to· understand what a leading conser-:

Frank Polk

Sing Along With Bar1·y
'rhe en e m y approaches. Our raised his gun. The other jumped
generals take arms against one on him and stopped him, saying
another. Our army is paralyzed. that. al~ bears growl .and romp; so
What was once dissent ha·s be- they should let him go. But both
come disintegration. What was were stubborn men, and they fell
once rhetoric has rent our flag in fighting and slew one another.
Now the bear alone romps through
two.
"The enemy is militarily harm- the forest.
less. It's that other general of
And so it is in America. Libours. He's far more dangerous erals and conservatives club one
than any enemy, for he walks as another with such fei·voi· that all
a friend in our camp. The enemy that even sharp eyes see is a cloud
is.not out to bury us under mega- of dust. And from the du.st come
ton bombs. Such rhetoric merely cries of "soci'!lism" and "monexpresses the dialectical belief archy."
that w_e will collapse lrom within.
Whenever a farm quota is imAnd ·we will if that other general, posed, you can hear a conservathat narrow-minded opportunist, tive somewhere wailing "Socialdoesn't get off of ·his white. ism!" And the theaclline~ spell it
charger. He--yes; he-is ·the dan- ·so th1ck that it smudges your
arer!"
hand-s. Just as when the price of
"Did you hear that? That's what ·candy jumps a penny or the .gov-·
I've been telling you: He's soft ~n · ernment spends another dollar,
the enemy. The enemy 'is swarm- the conservative chorus rises and
.sings the "Ballad of InClation," so
ing all over us. Ariel can you im- too when there is any gove1·nment
agine it? He says they don't mean regulation, ·they chant, "Social-·
any harm. What proof does he ism! Socialism!"
want? Must we all die first'! There
Certainly these "Sing Along
must be millions of them coming
with
Barry" productions cannot
to get us, and he points to me as
the danger. No, history will show achieve a high rating; the cho1·us
that, if the clanger lies on our soil, sings oi!-kcy.
On the other hand, whenever a
it lies with him. 1''or they w:ho lead
conservative
shouts, "Follow me.
but cannot see are the ones who
bring destruction."
I can show you how to stop Comso· once upon a time two men munism . . . . Down with bureaucin a fm·est came upon a bear, racy! . . • Back to the days of
1rowling and rom,pjng. One -man Hamilton ••••" then the liberals

react chemically, as if sodium had
been dropped into calm water:
"The movement for monarchy
is forming on the Right!" How far
more clever the liberals . are to
smear and yet simultaneously to
anticipate the charge of monarchy
that the conservatives are making
as Kennedy demands the centralization of economic power in his
hands. Certainly his desires to
subordinate the semi-private Federal Reserve to an executive cabinet post, to control the purse for
foreign aid, and to regulate taxes
and tariffs are far more indicative.
of consolidation than are either
super-patriotism or states' rights.
(Continued on Page 8)

·Conservative Corner
Guest Columnist: Paul Nelson, '63

Ed. Note: Campus conservatives are invited to submit articles
for this feature.
Wpy I would be a "pnservative!
Before beginning, I musl state
·that I feel I represent the "true"
conservative--a somewhat far cry
from the conesrvative of today. I
have no desire to ·return to a preRoosevelt Era; nor to omit foreign aid, nor to call centralized
government socialism.
My desi.re is to return to a fur-.
ther ern: the Ame1·ican Revolu-
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Sat~red aa •••••-~au •atlllr Ortob11 '· lHI at Ra Poat oace ••
Cltacblaatt, elllo wader tire Act ef Merell a. 1171>.

••!Ill••.. w111rt1 aart111 die ae•eol 1ear

estep~

Editorial 011l11lon1 upreued la 1.1111 paper are tll• opinion• o• '"' ~dlton alone.
'filer do not aece11artl:r eapreu tll41 opinions ef tit• oaclal1 ef J:nle:· Vnlnnlt:r aor
ef tll• 1t11d1at llod:r of J:a...ier tallea aa a wbole. uale11 ·apeelllcall:r 1t1ttd.
Opinion• of colu•nlata are entlrel:r tllefr own and need aot reprtHat tire optnloa
of tile editorial board or of am:r raember tllereof.
EDITOB·lli'·CRIEF . ·, • · • •. • • • • • • •• • •••• , , • , •••• , •• , ; , ••••. Len Sell•alts '63.
EXECUTIVE EDIT.OB ••.• · ••• • • : ....••.•..•... ," ..••.•..•... Tllad Lindaet '63
ASSOCIATE EDITOR~ ..•••... Don Leonard '63, .New1; Gary Deane '63, Editorial•;
Joh11 Bruning '63, Photograpll:r
SPORTS EDITOa ....••• · · . · • •...••.•.••.•.... , ........... 3en C11l1lnger '83
ASSISTANT EDITO&S .... CllarlH Dorenkott ··&3; Jira Lawler '83; Joe llel91ner '63
COLUMNIST . · · . · · · · · · .• · · · · • · . · · · .. · . · · ... · .........••..... Fraall Polll '62
BEl'OBTEBS: Tom Ha1ek '63; Jene_Gahrln '64;,Jlm Helaeha11a.'U; Dnld Coell: '66;
Gerry Brandt '113; Tom·uelmlck '63; Pat Fl1na '63; Fred Walter •er;
SPO•T wan•• .. ' ........................................ 'Du Weblf •• ,
FACULTY 41JYl80&8 ;• •••••••••••••• \Villi•• •o~lllaa•..... Cllarlea BOll&D, 1.1.

tion. My regress. is back to an in·
clividual who fought our revolu- ·
tion across the Atlantic in the
English Parliament itself · - Edward Burke, "the prophet of po-lltical common sense."
The virtue of the realistic con•
servative is Prudence. A conse1·v·
ative would have both "a . clispo•
sition to preserve and an ability
to· improve."
I am opposed to rapid and llrn·
matic change. Stable government

;, ~••·up of peouU" ''""'""

stances . and habits of the time.
Institutions reflecting these circumstances require time. The sudden centralization of government
lies not with the "power hungry
national government" but with
the inability and indecision on
the part of our federal s"tates.
"Government is a contrivanee of·
human wisdom to provide human
wants." Su1·ely the constitution
provides for the presel'vation of
individual rights, but it also· jnclucles provisions for the latter.
The people of today demand, a
positive, active concept in gov-:
ernment. They desire help and
they have been tu r n e d away
wanting. - This help could .and
should be provided by localize(l
government. They have ;reiused
and. as such they have been forced
:to 10 to our nationai government.
· ,(Continued on Pa1e •)
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Lett~rs

to··the Editor.·

I '

[Philosopher
~States Intent

cies of the newspaper; I am merely stating that a more attentive
atmosphere might have prevented
such an important story from
II
"slipping by,"
i Dea1· Sir:
Respectfully,
Since a letter which I wrote to
.Joseph Eugene, 63.
· Mr. Tim Deegan has been twisted
in reporting and used as camEd. Note: We certainly informed
: paign material for NSA, it is im- the Student Body that debate was
1peralive that the facts be stated taking place over the issue. Checlc
1
our iss11e of February 16, which
simply and briefly.
contains a front page story on the
i First, my letter was not sent to NSA
and an editoria~ on the secStudent Council, but to Mr. Deeond page which gives our reasons
gan. The fact that it was read at
for urging Xavier's entrance into
Council's meeting is not my rethe organization. We also printed
' sponsibi!ity and the lette1· does not excerpts from the minority and
i1 ~onstitute an intrusion of faculty majority repOTts of the Student
on Council.
Council Investigating Committee.

i

: Second, no place in the· letter
do I express an opinion relative
to Xavier's membership· in NSA.
Such opining was deliberately and
carefully avoided. If your corre. spondent would read the letter
with a modicum of care he would
find this to be the case. (The letter is available in Council's minutes and I also have a copy, should
your correspondent wish , to do
some accurate, objective historical
research which usually precedes
reporting.)
Third, the sole intent of the letter was to point out to Mr. Deegan
what I considered to be exceedingl_y defective committee work
and to express concern that council would be willing to debate with
so few facts at hand.
Sincerely,
Stanley C. Tillman, S.J.

• • •
Vindication For
The· Liberals
_Dear Sir:
To quote "Conservative Corner"
in last week's NEWS: ."So the
modern, moral, moderate Conservative •.• is simply anti-government-in - the best sense of the
term."
We wish to congratulate Mr.
David Cook, '65, for so succinctly
vindicating the Liberals' opposition to Conservatism.
J. Ward Doering, '62.
John B. Flanagan, '62.
Richard Bii'd, 62.
Michael J. ~liss, '62.

We originally did not tliink such
a general explanatory article as
you advocate was necessary. Howeuer, events of the past few weeks
have changed our minds.
Check elsewhere in this issue
for an article which is meant to
give a synopsis of ;ust tvhat the
NSA is;

• • •
Realism Compared
To Conservatism
Dear Sir:
1 wish to question the column
writen by David Cook which appeared in. the "Conservative Corner" in the issue of the "Xavier
NEWS" dated February 23, 1962.
In particular I wish to question
Mr. Cook's reason for disapproving of social welfare by the government and the reason why he
should proudly conclude his article by saying: "The m o d c r n ,
moral, moderate conservative is
• • • simply anti-government-in
the best sense of the word."
Mr. Cook stated: "Charity is a
duty I owe to my· God and to my
less. fortunate neighbor. I do not·
owe ,it to my government, nor
does my government owe it to my
neighbor. And so if I am not.charitable, 1 am definitely ~rong; but
it is not government's position to.
try to amend the affair."
I believe, due to the fact that
governments have sometimes been
erected to enslave their peoples
whilst others have begun with
freedom but ended in ruthless totalitarianism, that Mr. Cook at

• •• •
Student Thinks
.:.}VEWS Remiss

least unconsciously assoi:-iates the for the continuance and growth of
word "government" with some the U. S. When it comes time for
the leaders of this nation to make
type of evil.
decisions, such as on social well do not think that Mr. Cook fare, the majority of the people
Dear Sir:
understands the role of govern- must be satisfied. This can only
ment in the U. S. today. It ap- be true in a democracy such as
As one of the rebels on the
pears to me that the way in which ours.
NEWS staff last semester, I am
he speaks of the government impleased to see that you have filled
plies that it is an institution outThis is realism and this is gen- one of your gaps in coverage,
side of the people, beyong the erally true of today. This !s the Congratulations on the new hu•
people's control. However, the high ideal of the American way mor column! Such gems as:
ideal upon which this government
" . . • he (the conservative) is
was founded, was that it should of life. This cannot fail us unless
be "of the people, by the people, we allow it to do so by doing simply anti-government - in the
and for the people." In other nothing for it. Rather than trying good sense of the word."
words the "government of the to advance this ideal unto com"Senator Goldwater and some
U. S." was intended to be synony- pletion I believe Mr. Cook is try- of his followers are not conserva•
mous with the "people of the . t '
'd 't
tives-they violate my definition,..
u. S."
1mg o avo1 1 •
(Continued on Page 8)
Gerald Blessing, '64.
Granted that this is an ideal
that cannot be fully realized, it is
one that the government of· the
U. S. has carried out to a very
high degree and one which the
U. S. has been more successful in
accomplishing than any o t h e r
(A11th11rof "Rally Round The Flag, Boys", "Th~ llfany
governmental setup in history.
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
The people who compose our
government have been elected by
UNITED WE STAND
the citizens of the U. S. of their
own free will. Government ·ofThe entire academic world is agog over the success of the
ficials have been delegated the
Associnted Colleges Pl::m-ACP, for short. I mean, you go to
power by these i;ame citizens to
any campus in the country these days and you will see students
do what they (both citizens and
and faculty dancing on the green, blowing penny whistles,
leaders) believe best for the comgrabbing each other by the elbows and yelling, "About that
mon good of the country.
ACP, Charley-like tc<YW!"
And who can blame them? The ACP is n plan not only simply
Mr. Cook explains that, since
but also brilliantly simple. All it is, is a loose regional
brilliant,
the government has no role in sofederation of small colleges. Let's say, for example, that in a
cial welfare, it will then necesgiven region we have a group of small colleges, each with its
sarily be each citizen's duty to
own academic specialty. SmnH College No.1, let's say, has a fine
help his neighbor in his own way
language department; Smull College No. 2, let's say, has a fine
and at his own expense. Furtherscience department; No. 3 has a fine music department; etc., etc.
more Mr. Cook implies that the
Well sir, under the ACP these various colleges federate. A
majority of citizens would realize
E:tudent in any one of the colleges can take courses in the spe..
their duty and would fulfill it. Alcialty of any of the other colleges and-here's the beauty part.!
though I ·am a young college stu-he will receive credit for Lhc course at his home college. Thus
dent and have not as yet "stepped
he enjoys all the advantages of a big university without losing
out into the world,'' I cannot but
the comfy coziness of a small college!
believe that this manner of thinkWell sir, you can see wliat :i good idea the ACP is. I respecting is very unrealistic and hopefully submit, however, that just because a thing is good is no
lessly idealistic. Obviously, so do
reason not to try to make it better. Like, for instance, Marlboro
the majority of _our leaders whom
Cigarettes. Marlboros were good from the very beginning, and
we (speaking on behalf of citi-,
people found out quickly and sales zoomed. But did the makers
zens in general) have elected to ~
of Marlboro say, "Okay, we've got it made. Let's relax"?
office because we realized in them
Well sir, if that's what you think, you don't know the makers I
the best of our ideals for our counThey did not relax. They took their good Marlboros and kept
try.
improving them. They improved the filter, improved the blend,
What. would be more realistic
, improved the pack. They researched and developed tirelessly,
and at the same time most conuntil today Marlboro is just about the most admirable cigarett.e
structive to the fullest realization
you can put a match to. Thero are, in fnct, some people who
of the ideal mentioned above,
find Marlboros so admirable they can't bear to put a match to
them. They just sit with a single Marlboro in hand and admire
would be· to urge each and every
it
for ten, twelve years on end. The makers of Marlboro are of
citizen to make a conscientious
course deeply touched by this-except for E. Rennie Sigafoos,
and deliberate study of the peothe sales manager.
pie who are running for office;
But I digress. The ACP, I say, is good but it can be better.
and then to give his vote to whomWhy should the plan be confined to small colleges? Why should
ever holds best his own beliefs
it be confined to a limited region? Why not include all colleges ,
and universities, big and small, wherever they nre?
Let's start such a federation. Let's cull it the "Bigger Associated Colleges To Encourage Richer Intellectual Activity" BACTERIA, for short 1

Rebel Sees
Humor In Column

On Blmpue .11.

Dea1· Sir:
· One of the most important isisues of the school year will be
decided in the very near future.
This issue is, of course, that of
whether Xavier University will
join the ranks of other prominent
universities in joining the National Students Association. It would
seem only appropriate that the
school newspaper, which is supposed to keep the . students informed of the happenings on campus, should have printed an article expound(ng the policies of
this institution,
· · IC the controversy about this
issue has been of only minor significance or if the issue had been
relatively new there might be an
excuse for the NEWS not printing a story on it. However, neither
of these circumstances exist as
well you know. What then, may
I ask, is the delay?
If the students' are not to be
Informed .of the events on the
campus,. how can they be expected
to express their. opinion of these
issues· to their representatives in
Student Council? Is this not the
responsibilit7 of the newspaper?
May it be noted here that I am

IM>l c:ondemiline •DI' of tbe poll-

sg.••
Men's

s•op

Second Floor
Foun&ala Square

What a bright new world BACTERIA opens up. Take, Cor
example, a typical college studcnt-Hunrath Sigafoos (son,
incidentally, of the Marlboro sales manager). Hunrath, a bright
Ind, is currently majoring in burley.at the University of Ken•
tucky. Under the BACTERIA plan, Hunrath could stay at
Kentucky, where he has made many friends, but at the same
time broaden his vistas by taking a course in constitutional law
at Harvard, a course in physics at Caltech, a course in frostbite
at Minnesota and a course in poi at Hawaii!
I admit there are still a few bugs in BACTERIA. How, for
instance, could Hunrath attend a 9 o'clock class at Harvard,
a 10 o'clock class at Hawaii, an 11 o'clock class at Minnesota,
and still keep his lunch date at Kentucky? It would be idle to
deny that this is a tricky problem, but I have no doubt American
ingenuity will carry the day. Always remember how they
laughed at FA:lison and Fulton..-and particularly at Walter
Clavicle who invented the collarbone.
•

•

•

•1112Ha8hul-

f'hree cheer• for American ln11enuit11. rohlch ,a,,. ua th•
ACP. the coflarbone and MGM •• , tliat'• the Mi11ht11 Good
Makin'• 11ou 11et in Marlboro, the /liter cl11arette 1Dith theun•

tillered l••le. S.llle "8ck •nd enJ011 on.. You1el • lol lo UU.
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KEN'S KORNER
by Ken Cslllincer, NEWS Sper&s Editor
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O.V.C. Champion Hilltoppers NEWS Top Ten
Down Xavie-r Cagers, 88-83
1-0blo State
t-<JinelnnaU
3--Ken&aekJ'
t-Loyola of Chleaco
I-Kansas State
&-Mississippi ·State
7-Bowllng Green
8-Bradley
9-Wake Fores&
I0-1JCLA

By Dan Weber
Last week I mentioned that Jim Bothen and Steve Thomas should
The Muskies had their tourna- nobody to replace him. This move
erase Joe Geiger's frosh shooting percentage mark of .512. A check
of the records revealed that Billy Kirvin, not Geiger, holds the field ment hopes all but finally pulled turne4 out to be the right one
goal percentage mark. Kirvin pumped in 58.2% of his two-point tries out from under them with their for Western, since X didn't seem
88-83 loss to Western Kentucky's to notice his four fouls and didn't
during the 1958-59 season.
Hilltoppers at Bowling Green last drive on him for the rest of the
However, the error proved to be a blessing in disguise. As I studied
Wednesday night. Western was game. Todd played out the full
the final statistics of the 1958-59 freshman team, several bits of infresh from a tremendous win over 161h minutes with 4 fouls and
1ormation seemed noteworthy. The 1958-59 frosh squad won 15 games
Morehead on Monday which had didn't come close to fouling out.
and dropped 1. The Little Muskies dumped Miami (twice), Villa Maclinched the O.V.C. championship
donna (twice), Cincinnati (74-73) and Dayton (87-74). The Flyers
Western had leads of 7, 8, 9
and a bid to the N.C.A.A. tourna
dealt XU its lone setback, 76-67. Four other men (besides Kirvin),
points throughout much of the
ment. If Western was to be taken
91ho are still prominent figures in the basketball picture at Xavier,
second half until x made a comeat Bowling Green, this was the
were members of the 1958-59 club. Jack Thobe was second in total
back in the last few minutes. Led
time. A win here would have cast
by Frank Pinchback, who chipped
points. Frank Pinchbback averaged 10.1 points a game and Pete
X in a favorable position in the
in with 10 points in the 2nd half
flchmeling 5 markers per contest. Jim Enright, who is sitting out the
eyes of the tourney selectors. But
and Billy Kirvin, X pulled to
1960-61 season because of an injury, scored 227 in fifteen games. Enin the game that followed, it
within 3 points, 84-81, with bet7ight was not in the lineup when Dayton upended XU. The 5-11
looked as if X were the team that
Jn a three team match held . .
Enright will be back next season to finish his varsity cage career.
ter than· a minute to go. But this
already had the tournament bid
was the closest X came and-when the University of Kentucky, X~
The following on the final 1958-59 frosh statistics lor the fine foreand that the Hilltoppers were
mentioned players.
the Muskies were forced to foul vier's rifle team came out lotif
fighting for a tourney spot. The
to get the ball and Western con- man on the totem pole. Team
G
FGA FGM FT%
FTA FTM FTo/o T.Pts. game was decided on hustle and verted the free throws for a final scores were: Eastern Kentucky
1389; University of K en tu c k y
Xirvin
16
215
125
70
61
87
58
311 desire. Western won the game be 88-83 margin .
cause they wanted it more and
1363; and Xavier 1329. The averThobe ..... 16
215
52
232
42
90
67
77
they put out more than did the
In scoring, Western was led as age per man was 277.8, 272.6, and
Enright
15
204
99
49
54
29
54
227 Muskies.
usual by their great guard, Bobby 265.8 Tespectively out of a posPinchback
16
209
70
34
22
35
63
162
Rascoe with 27 ·points. Forward sible 300 points. Jim Bertsch, a
In a surprise move, Coach Mc Bobby Jackson banged in 25 and freshman, was high man for Xai)chmeling
9
70
20
29
50
8
4
44
Ca!ferty inserted 6 - 10 senior Pete soph Darel Carrier had 19. Jim vier with a score of 274 point9,
*
Schmeling in place of the ailing Dunn added 12 for the Hilltop- The basketball team hasn't cor•
·
What's happened to the attendance for the Xavier-Dayton clashes Frank Pinchback. This gave XU
at Cincinnati Gardens? The two teams draw sellout crowds at the UD what is very likely the tallest pers. F.o~ X, Bob Pe~king~on had nered the market on road defeats.
The Muskies went into action
fieldhouse, but crowds have been under 5,500 in the last five years at starting five in the country with one of his best shooting nights as
22 points. Joe Geiger 1on their home range la<:t Mondll\Y
the Gardens. On February 21, 1954, the attendance was 7,746, in 1955 Schmeling at c_enter, Pelkington he hit for
followed with 15, Billy Kirvin
.
.
~
. .
J(),541 fans turned out. On Sunday, February 19, 1956, the two teams and Geiger, both 6-7, at forwards, with
15, Jack Thobe with -14, and beatmg the University of Cmcmdrew 14,284 at the Gardens. This was the second largest crowd ever and Jack Thobe 6-8 and Billy Frank Pinchback with 10.
nati 137U to 1341-with an averto see a basketball game in Ohio. In 1957 7,130 saw the XU-Dayton Kirvin 6-2 at the guards.
age per man of 274 and 262.8 rebattle. Then the attendance decline began. In 1958 5,291 were in atFor the game, X CJhot very well spectively. Bertsch was again higb
But the tipoff was a key to the
tendance. In the last four years the two Southwestern Ohio cage fives
for 45% on mostly outside shots. man for Xavier with 277 points.
wlfole
game.
Western
grabbed
the
have drawn 5,491; 5,298; 4,491; and 4,266 fans. This season's crowd
Western, due to the many easy
At the present time the rifte ·
was the second smallest in the history of the Gardens' skirmishes be- tip and was down the floor for layups they got, hi~ on 52% of team is in New Orleans, Louisiana,
an
easy
bunny
before
most
of
the
1wcen Xavier and the Flyers.
their field goal attempts.
participating a g a i n s t approxi•
Muskies had even moved. ,The Xavier-Louisville series is even less of an attraction at CinBut the statistic which really mately 40 colleges in the 5th AnX started out offensively with
cinnati Gardens. XU and U of L have met five times at the Gardens
tells the tale is rebounding, which nual Mardi Gras Invitational
with the Muskies coming out on _top in all five contests. Attendance a p·ivotless, weave type of offense the much s h o r t e r Hilltoppers Tournament.
for the serie::; has been 4,158 in 1957-58; 3,760 in 1958-59; 3,257 in which kept all of the big men dominated 46-36 on sheer hustle
1959-60; 4,189 in 1960-61; and this season X and Louisville played outside where they were ineffec- and fight.
before only 3,360 fans. Last season the Cardinal-Musketeer game was tive off ~'1e boards, not getting a
All in all X played a good oftelevised in the Greater Cincinnati area. This year's contest was single offensive rebound in the
JJeither telecast ·nor broadcast here. Also, U of L had been charged early going. Even though X was fensive game, but their defense,
with "insulting" Xavier University and its basketball team. Yet 829 'hitting well, they fell behind West- rebounding, and most of all, hustle,
fewer basketball enthusiasts watched XU down Louisville, 79-67, on ern 21-17. Here Leo· McDermott were sorely lacking.
was inserted for Pete Schmeling
February 14.
and X went into a more conven* * *
tional offense. X stayed close and
The NCAA and the NIT selection committees must have set some right before the half, went into
sort of record in filling tourney berths this year. The NCAA took less the lead 35-34 on Joe Geiger's 2
than four days to fill its 9 at-large spots. The nine at large entries, po!Jlts. Jackson then hit a free
the dates of their acceptance, and their won-lost records upon accept- throw to send the game into a tie
Sng bids are: Monday, February 19: Oregon State (17-3), Creighton at half-time, 35 all.
·(16-4), Detroit (14-7) and Villanova (16-6). Tuesday: NYU (13-3),
Western came out for the secSeattle (14-8), Butler (19-5) and Air Force (13-4), Thursday: Memphis (15-6).
ond half with a driving offense
which e n a b 1 e d their two fine
The National Invitational Tournament had named seven teams as
guards, Bobby Rascoe and Darel
&f February 25. Teams who have accepted and their records upon
Carrier, to score on a number of
acceptance are Providence (16-5), Duquesne (16-5), Loyola (Chicago)
open
layups, aided also by for(16-2), Houston (18-5), St. ·John's (15-4), Dayton (15-6) and Navy
(13-8). The second place finishes in both the Missouri Valley Confer- ward Bobby Jackson. Even though
X was in a zone, they. couldn't
ence and the Skyline Conference are probable selections.
stop the driving tactics of WestRecently Johnny Hodapp received a trophy for being named to ern. But with better than 16 minthe Hamilton County Hall of Fame. Hodapp played nine years of ma- utes to go, Western· was in trouble
jor league baseball. He spent his entire career in the American League. as its only big man; center Harry
From 1925-1932 Hodapp played second and third base for Cleveland. Todd, picked up his fourth perHe was also with Chicago in 1932 and ended his "big-league" base- sonal foul. But Coach Ed Diddle
ball days in 1933 with Boston. Hodapp had a lifetime batting average didn't take Todd out since he had
of .311. In five of his nine se_asons he batted over .300. His greatest
year was 1930 when he .hit .354 in 154 gam-:s.

Rifle Team In
New Orleans
For Tourney

.. ..
...

•

•

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS -

At least two Xavier students are familiar wi-th Hodapp's baseball
l'ecord. These students are his two sons, Tom and Dave. Tom is a
sophomore majoring in Physics. Dave, a senior, is a Political Science
major.

Frosh- Stats (15 Games)
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Thomas
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Foster
Linneman•
Mehall*
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Watson•
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•
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XU (Team)
OppenenC.
FG %: X1,T .•&3: Opp••396
FT % : X1J .69•: Opp••6'7
•No Joncer wl&la team.
.I

'

Avg.
ZS.3
16.9
9.1

u
u
u
5.5
4.3
5.,

•
u
•
•••
'
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37
40
3Z
ZS
19
18
13

FTA FTM T.Pts.
95
76
380
95
H
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48
3Z
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H
15
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19
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4.0
1.1
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1111

7U

Opponents'
Records·
As Of 2/18/62
Won Lost
11
11
Canlslus .. , ••.•••••••• 11
I
Cincinnati •••••••••••• 13
I
Dayton
17
I
~etrolt •••••• , , • , •••••
15
I
llllnols
H
I
Kansas State , ••• , •• , •• 19
i
Louisville ...•.• , , ••••. II It
Loyola (Chlealo) ••••• ~ 11
I
Marquette •••••• , ••• , • 11 It
Miami (Ohio) • , , , , , , ••
•
11
Ohio Welleyan , , ••• , , , 11
I
., 15
Portland ......... , •••.
Provldeaee ..•••••••••• 11
I
8&. Bonaventure • , , • , , • 11
7
St; Josepll'• (Pa.) • , , , • , II
'I
t
II
'l'eDDeslee •••••••••••••
VIiianova ....•.•••••••• l'I
•
•
Wealer• &ea&lleb •••• 11
Bellarmlne
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Sociology
~in

a platter• •• haw 10me ehatter •••
•nd ·sip that real tp'eat tut.e of Coke.·

Sure, you "" have a party Without
Coca-Cola-but who want.a tol
lottled UllCler ........., .. 'IM Cece-Celli c..,., ...
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Frosh Meet

Xavier 11e1tlors lnelacJlns Frank Plnebbaek (above) will
tllelr ·lblal resalar aeuon natl same at Miami tomorrow nlsbt.

1'0111'

pla~

Miami, High-Flying Loyola
Next Foes For Musketeers
Withrow court on the campus
of Miami" University is the scene
of Xavier's final road game for
the 1961-62 hardwood compaign.
The Musketeers t~ckle the Redskins Saturday night at 8 p.m. The
game will be XU's eleventh outof-town engagement this season.
Jn ten previous road outings,
Coach McCafferty's cagers have
posted only one win. St. Bonaventure, Illionis, Detroit, K a n s a s
State, Tennessee, Dayton, Louisville, St. Joseph's (Pa.) and Western Kentucky have administered
away-from-home 1 o s s e s to the
Muskies.
·XU's lone rpad victory came at
the M i 1 w a u k e e arena. There
home-standing Marquette bowed
to X, 88-61.
Coach Dick Shrider's Redskins
have had a disappointing season.
Jn ' twenty-two games Miami has
totaled six successes against sixteen setbacks. ·
Last Saturday Kent State handed Mi_ami their ninth . straight
Mid-American Conference defeat
by ,bombing the Reclsk!ns,. 105-87.
The Redskins, who won the
MAC cage title in 1953, 1955, 1957
end 1958 and tied for first in 1952
and 1959, are experiencing their
worst basketball s e a s o n since
1949-50 when they oompiled a
&-15 won·-lost slate.
Four Xavier seniors will be
playing .their final regular season
road game tomorrow night. Jack

Thobe, Fr an k Pinchback, Billy
Kirvin and Pete Schmeling will be
wearing blue uniforms for the last
time at XU.
Two nights later the Muskies
challenge NIT-bound Loyola of
Chicago. The Ramblers of George
Ireland took 18 of their first 20
opponents into camp. Included
among Loyola's victims are Marquette, Ohio University (twice),
St. John's (N. Y.), Memphis State,
Indiana and Detroit. Ohio State
(92-72) and Marquette has beaten
the . Chicagoans.
The Ramblers h a v e an outstanding forward in 8-2 Jerry
Harkness who broke three school
records last year. The only senior
in the starting lineup is guard
Mike Gavin.
An exceptionally fine sophomore crop has propelled Loyola to
a high national ranking. Coach
Ireland has 6-7 Leslie Hunter at
center, 6-6 Vic Rouse at forward
and 5-10 John Egan at guard.
Loyola rates second in the country in offense with an average of
more than 90 points a game. Arizona State tops the country in offense.

Tomorrow night the Little Muskies travel to Oxford, Ohio, where
they face Miami's Papooses. The
Oxford quintet registered an 82'14 victory over XU on January 20
at the Fieldhouse.
Several c h a n g e s have been
made in the Xavier lineup since
the first game between the two
schooli:;. John Mehall, Jerry Linneman and Steve Watson are no
longer with the XU five. AU three
were ruled scholasticaUy ineligible after the first semester examinations.
Mehall tamed 11 pointi:; against
Miami in the first contest. Linneman numbered 4 and Watson 2.
Joe McNeil, who sat out the
January 20th battle due to an
eye injury, has returned to the
starting . five. McNeil underwent
an eye operation during the semei:;ter holidays and rejoined his
teammates for the Cincinnati encounter.
Miami rallied from a 42-39 halftime deficit to whip X earlier this
year. The Papooses placed four
players in double figures topped
by Tom ·Johnson's 22 markers.
Guards Fred Robinson and Skip
Snow hit for 18 and 13 points respectively, while pivotman Charlie
Dinkius made 11.
As usual Xavier was led in scoring by Steve Thomas. Thomas
scored 21 points on 10 of 21 from
the field and 1 for l at the charity line. Jim Bothen was close behind with 20.
Miami canned 45.6 per cent of
their field goal tries; X connected
on 40.5 per cent of their two-point
attempts.
The Redskin frosh had the edge
in rebounding, 54-38.
Monday night the Xavier frosh
will seek to avenge another defeat
when they host the Louisville
freshmen at the Fieldhouse.
u Of L won the first meeting,
77-67, at Freedom Hall. The Cardinal frosh jumped out to a 40-25
halftime margin. X fought back in
the final half but ·never could
come closer than eight points.
Bob Doutaz counted 25 markers
for U of L. John Reuther swished
through 19.
Thomas' 29 points enabled him
to cop aame-scoring honors.

Reggie Banas s c o r e d nine
straight points in the second half
to break open a tight ball g~me
and pace Wolley Segaps to a 50-40
win over Wagtfangle on Feb. 22.
The victory gave Wolley Segaps
the Thursday night Intramural
championship.
Banas connected on four field
goals and one charity toss as the
Segaps lengthened their lead from
39-35 to 48-37. The win en rs were
ahead throughout most of the contest. Wagtfangle led only once,
20-19. The count was knotted 2323 at halftime. ·
Buckets by Jim Enright and
Tom Clark plus two free throws
by Chuck Kegler early in the second half put Wolley Segaps in
front to stay.

WOLLEY SEGAPS (50)
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74.1
.7JS
11197
SIU
02
.4211
4CIO
.
.
•.•• Tlllh •••
II 1471
111- .... JlO Hn ...
... , ..... ••••• : •••••••• 11 1411 .Ml . .JU Jal J'5
....

••••••••••••••••• 17

.7.

141

FT T.Pl8.
1
13
0
10

1

9

4

8

0
0

8
2

6

50

WALTFANGLS (40)
FG FT T.Pta.
Reherman
4
3
11
Dainkert
0
8
4
Riley
&
2
2
Irwin
1
5
2
Kopko
0
4
2
Lehman
1
1
3
Cunningham
1
I
1

.....
......

.........
.........
........
.......
...

Totals ......... 16

8

41

Hafltime: Tied 23-23
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ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Don't meet your Waterloo at the typewriter-perfectly
typed papers begin with Corrasable! You can rub out
typin"g errors with just an ordinary pencil eraser. It's
that simple to erase without a trace on Corrasable. Saves
time, temper, and money!
Your choice of Corriisable in
light, medium, heavy weights and
Onion Skin in ha~~y 100°
sheet packets and soo.sheet
boxes. Only Eaton makes
·
Corrasable.

A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
EATON PAPER CORPORATION

.......

.....,.!'PITTSFIELD. llAllS.

£E

SIC FLICS

Xavier played. its finest basketball game of the 1960-61 season against the Ramblers in Chicago Stadium. The conquest of
Loyola in the Muskies' final regularly-scheduled game _earned XU
a berth in the Mid-East Regional
of the NCAA tourney.

fH IC% fTA
12J .44> 11
104 .411
101 .us 52
t7 .450
11 .....a SS

FG

Banas
6
Enright
5
T. Clark ....•.. 4
Kegler
2
Callahan
4
Jordan
1

Xavier Varsity Statistics - ·21 Games
C FCA
....... .. ................ 21 211
1111111 .................. 21 2U
244
.......... ••••••••••••••• 21
........................ 21 217
........................... 11 141
................ ~ ••••••• 21 120'
'"'"' •••• ~ •••••••••••• 10 40

I

Intramural Finals

Miami, Cards

Photo b11 John Bruning

Pap .....

"Come on baby~

let~ .do the TWIST"
21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!

GET "ITH THE GRAND' PRIX ••• ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!
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Pa1e Sb

Just What Is The National Student Association?
Ed. Note: The NEWS hopes that the following article will 1wlp to
V. WHAT ARE THE OBLIGA-1 will pay only one-half of the President Eisenhower, the Presl•
rlenr up some of tlte confusion about the policies and services of the TIONS OF MEMBER SCHOOLS? $87.50 or $43.75. If we join after dent of the NFCCS, the CommisApril l, 1962, we will pay only sioner of Education, Department
National Student Association.
Member schools are required to one-fourth of the years dues, or of Health, Education, and Welfare. 1
a member school may receive ma- pay annual membership dues ac- approximately $21.86.
I. WHAT .llS THE USNSA?
just to name a few.
l
terial.
cording to the enrollment of the
· 1
The USNSA is a conrcdcralion
school. Dues for Xavier would be
vu. WHERE Do Es USNSA This quote from the Rev. Theo•~
of over 400 cnllcges and univcr2) The Student Discount Servdore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., presi•
approximately
$87.50
per
year.
OBTAIN
ITS FUNDS?
sit ies of. the United Stales, lhal ice:
dent of Notre Dame, is an example
Member schools arc required to
arc affiliated 1.o it through the
Membership dues and sale of or their general feeling:
Provides for students of mem- accept the Constitution and Bygoverning bodies of the member
ber
schools
a
system
fo1· dis- laws of USNSA. There is no ob- publications provides revenue for
"I believe that the USNSA ii
schools. USNSA is an non-profit,
ligation to support, actively or the general operation of USNSA.
11011-p:irtisan, non-sectarian stu- counts al community stores. Pres- otherwise, specific policy state- It has also been able lo enlist ad- making every effort to give a re- '
ently
USNSA
is
can.ring
on
negodent organization that attempts on
ments and resolutions of the Na- ditional financial support from sponsible and intelligent response ,
a local, national and international tiations to procure fmther dis- tioal Student Congress, and the foundations and corporations, such to the many matters of national
count~. These would include:
Ie\'el to bring some of lhe imNational Executive Committee,
as the Ford Foundation and Gen- and international importance fac•
portant student issues of !he day
a) up to a 50% discount on aireral Electric.
ing our students today. While one
to focus on different campuses line fares;
·
VI. WHAT ARE THE EXthroughout the United States.
vm. WHAT 00 PEOPLE SAY may not always agree with everT
b) sizable rcduetio.ns on hotel PENSES?
ABOUT NSAf
ac t'ion t a·k en b y the A ss oc·ia t"ion,
II. WHAT Jl)()ES THE USNSA bills;
As already mentioned, Xavier
I believe that one does not have
UO?
c) and reduction on insurance would pay $87.50 for national and
Many prominent personages in to look hard to find in their work
the political and educational field
The USNSA ca.rries on. research j programs.
regional dues per year. However, have praise...
. .. and suppor t e d the the kind of intelligence, energy,
and . evaluates mformatton con-1 According to USNSA pi·esident, if we approve membership now USNSA for its ef!orts. Among and zeal that so well character•.
ccrning student problems, and Ed Garvey these discounts seem for the remainder of this year, we these are President Kennedy, Ex- izes students around the world.".
concern~g ~at~nal and in~rna- very likcl; to go into effect in ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ \
tional issues, which affect stu- the near future.
dents academic freedom. It holds
national and regional meetings for
3) Publications:
the exchange of ideas;. it answers
.
a St u d en t G overnmcn t B u II es! uden
t
's
request
for
mformatwn;
t'
A b'1month! y 3ourna
·
I f 01• s t u•
•
.
•
111.
ancl it mamtums the only library d en t l ea d crs an d a d m1n1s
· · t ra t ors.
so I cI y d cvo t ccl t o wor k s by an d
for the student in the United
b) The USNSA News. A biSlates. Internationally, the USNSA weekly summary of student affairs
carries on relationships with stu- and USNSA affairs.
dent organizations of seventy-five
3) Special Publications. Pam(75) different. countries. It operates a student travel program, phlets on such topics as parlimenwhich offers the lowest cost tours tary procedure, leadership frainof Europe for the American stu- ing, fund raising projects, public
dent, and it caTries and supports relations, etc.
a student exchange progr~m.
4) The Travel Program:

I )

*
4MORE SPllJES mGO!

Offers to students of member
III. WHAT ARE THE ADVANschools low cost tours of Europe,
'l'AGES OF IUEMBERSHIP?
the middle-east, Latin America,
of the school and the Far East.
in the major issues of lhe day;
5) National Scholarship Service:
those issues with which students
throughout the nation and the
Provides counseling. and scholworld are concerned.
arship aid to Negro students. Also
2) Exchange of information provides student exchange proamong colleges and unh,crsities, grams between students of the
and access to the vast research United States and students of sevand informati<>n services o! the enty-five different countries.
National Organization.
If Xavier joins USNSA, all of
3) Partipication· in the Inter- these services will be afforded the
national Program, which includes students of Xavier. Of course it
seminars, the I.ravel program, ed- will be up to the individual stuucational exchanges and p11blica- dent to make goOd use of them.
tinns on the subject of international affairs.
l) Involvement

4) The opportunity for individtrn ls to participate in the vast

training program of USN SA 011
the regional, national and international level.

Paul Nelson
(Continued from Page 2)

My answer would be for conservatives to acquiesce lo the peoIV. WIIAT ARE THE SERV- ple's "demands. Reform the usualJy
dominated state legislature into
ICES OF USNSA1
representative assemblies. W or k
l) The Student Government In- out these problems on the state
fol'mation Sen·icc:
and local governmental areas.
Provides information collected I Our ~onstitution (the document
from colleges, universities, and or- considered by too many "present
ganizations throughout the counday" conservatives to be a literal
tr.v pertaining to all phases of
restriction on governmental power
student activity. Any student of
changeable only by amendment)
leaves foreign aid with the national government. Only this organization can reasonably do so.
0
To agree that the individual should
(Continued from Page 1)
carry out this immense problem
is a gross over-simplification. Our
March 7 at ll:OO p.m. as the time constitution does not declare sofor their first meeting,
· cial justice unconstitutional.

DM
u;eenTI llYI. . . . . . . . . .

~-

Senator Goldwater and some of
his followers arc not conservalives-they violate my definition.
As long as they confuse the issues,
argue any government interven•
tion is socialism, advocate a return to the past glories of isolationism, propose that the solution
to our farm problem lies solely In

The President of the Junior the law of supply and demand,
and declare that foreign aid is unClass explained that there ai·e
constitutional, I will be forced to
many matters to be ironed out bevote for liberal candidates.
fore any student gover11ment was
functioning in the evening diviDo not consider all the above
sion. He urged all interested night statements directly applicable to
school students to contact him in Sen. Goldwater. They are generalthe evening college office or by izations Upon much Of his thought
phone at AV l-9480
and that of fellow "conservatives."

.. ···-

~

........
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PACKORIOX

·ICING OR lllEGULM

If you didn't win in the Fall Sweepstakes, tsy again!

• C llege
E vening

Mr. Tyler pointed out that evening college students will benefit
from the formation of a student
council in that they would be represented in school matters and
could hold their own social functions. He also noted that an evening college council could act as
an advisory group to the present
student government..

FOR OHIO COLLEGES ONLY

And lots of luck. If you didn't even enter during the
first half, start now! And lots of luck to you, too.
The rules are the same, but we'll give them to you again, fast!

1

Pick up an Official Registration
• Envelope. You'll find them all
around campus and
your local
smoke shop~ Our Liggett & Myers
Campus Rep has a supply too.

in

2

Take the Sportscar Quiz printed
• on the Registration Envelope
(it's easy), Sign your name and
address and mail it in - alons with
5 bottom panels from 6 packs of
·Chesterfield, L&M or Oasis ciga..
rettes (or send substitutes-see omcial rules on BeristrationEnvelo~).

ENTER. TODAY!

3

~

If you pass the quiz, you'll re·
• ceive a Grand Prix License
Plate in the mail. Hang on to it, it
may bear the winning serial number I

4

Enter as often as you like be• tween now and April 15th that's when the.SweepstalCes officially closes. Winners get their new
Sprites before school's out!
So enter ofte11-9nd keep ·smoking
Chesterfields, L&M's and Oa1i1 clga.
rette~eJ'r• in a cla11of theirowit!

ENTER OFTEN!

't'

:P.
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Cherry Oreha1·d Blossoms
Under Kvapil's Able Direction
By JOE MEISSNER.
Next week the Xavier Masque
Society will present its third production of the year. The play is
entitled Tbe Cheny Orchard and
was written by the Russian writer
Anton Chekhov.
"Perhaps m o r e t h a n Ibsen,
Chekhov is the first of the realistic
dramatists," says Mr. Otto Kvapil,
director of the Masque Society.
"The Cherry Orchard," he maintains, "is not a tragedy. It has
many lyrical and happy moments.
Of course, there is a certain
amount of sadness in it. But Chekhov himself was stunned when,
in America, his play was performed in gray drab colors. He
thought of ~t as a 'bitter comedy.'"
People unable to adapt themselves to a changing world, this is
the simple theme of Tbe Cherry
Orchard. In Chekhov's Russia, the
Russia of the late nineteenth century, the old aristocratic tradition
was decaying. The era of the
feudal landowning class - of a
chen·y orchard-was dying.
Chekhov's play has little real
plot. There's no "big scene," no
"heroic hero." Moments of life are
fitted together. Through its di-

in his back pockets, Suddenly,
"Hold it! I got an idea." And a
new bit is added. "Free-wheeling"
and "creative"-in summary, these
two adjectives best describe Otto
Kvapil as a director.
The Masque Society is particularly blessed this year with good
people. The mainstays Bob Theis
and Jim Newell are ably backed
up by Emeran Way, Bohemian

Tom Conley, Jerry Bamman, Tom
Brinson, and Fred Walter. Playing the feminine roles have been
Dodi Kenan, Mary Maloney, Carol
Tepper, and Marianne Moeddel.
The Cbeny Orchard will be the
seventeenth show Otto Kvapil has
directed in his five years at Xavier. His was the first theah"e
group ~n Cincinnati in twenty years
to do Shakespeare regularly. Be-

fore the l\li~r, Moliere produc- remembered th;it the EclgeclifI
tions hadn't been seen here in at group is n profrssional one.
least sixty years. Xavier is virtualOne Cincinnati critic summed
ly the only university presenting up X;ivier's drnmatic effort as .. a
good classical theatre as regular minimum in theatre\ but a maxifare.
mum in production."
And as far as quality is conAnd yet one question remains.
eerned ••. it hus been said that Why don't Xavier students (and
the Edgecliff acting group faculty members) attend the plays.
"equaled the high theatre stand- Tickets arc free and can easily·
ards set by Xavier." Even though be secured. "We want Xavier stuindircct, this is high praise fo1· 1 dents to come!" Mr. Kvapil states
the Masque Society when it is emphatically.

Diane Dalld ••• .Jim Newell have featured roles In the Masque
Soeiea,-•s presentation of Anton Chekhov's "The Cherry Orchard,"
openlq Karell 9 in Se•Oa Ball Oaeatre.

Otto Knpll
gression and incoherence, the language of the characters gives the
flavor o{ real 'conversation. Chekhov stresses character through attention to details.
Details: here is where Otto
Kvapil ex c e Is as a· director.
Whether it's the .tone· in a voice,
a hand gesture, or just a .frown,
· he demands perfection from his
actors. He will go through an entire scene time after. time- until
it is flawless. If a budding actress
is not coquettish enough in a .Jove
scene, Kvapil will jump up onto
stage and act out her part.
His specialty, almost to the
point of excess, is bits. What is a
"bit"? That's rather hard to say.
It's usually a· small piece of farce
inserted into a scene. Its main
purpose is to pul\. together ·characters and their lines into a tighter unity. A good bit provides enrichment and color, a bad one
merely clutters up a scene: Kvapil's bits. usually manage to enrich rather than clutter.
Rehearsals. for The Cherry Orehard · b~an four weeks ·ago in the
back of South Hall. First came
improvisions, extemporaneous acting in the "method'.' approach.
Readings and tryouts followed: attempting to find -the right person
for the right role,
Then the hard work, the long
·hours of practice every ·evening.
Each word ·and line, each gesttfre
and movement must ·be carefully
put into place. A good scene is one
of ,balance and. this demands all
the ·genius of the clil'ector.
Throughout all this preparntion,
Mr. Kvapil can be seen pacing
back and_ forth on the hardwood
floor of South Hall. Head bent,
puffing on a cigarette, his hand:>

ABE BAUMRING
PHARMACY
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"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa estl"
says turf king Virgiliua (Big Wheel) Plutarch. '"fty the
Appian Way to fine tobacco taste-Dual Filter Tareytons,"
says Big Wheel. "From the Alps to the Aqueduct, we smoke
them summo cum gaudio.. 'Ify 'Threyton, one filter cigarette
that really delivers de gustibual"
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Pawe Elslll

Frank Polk On Unity

Xavier's Clef Clttb
To Revamp Constitution

(Continued from Page 3)

I

The liberals were true in their
dcnunciat ion of the John Birch
Socicty. But some conservatives
have joined their words in condemnation and have been even
more effective. Such self-criticism
is laudable-and necessary.

Xavier's Clef Club committee
It is hopecl that the final rough
for the revamping of the Consti- drnft of the constitution will be
tution held its first m!'cling Inst ready for the approval of the en-

Wednesday, Februar·y !! I, in the' tire Club by the last week in
Student Council ch ambers of March.
Nn!'th I-fall. Gary Tyler, chairman
of the committee, open c d the
But why have the 1 i be r a 1 s
meeting by rending the original
shunned self-criticism? Do all libcon~titution in its entirety. The
The Executive Secretary of the crals believe in pacifism, in uniarticles of the constitution were Cincinnati Council on W or Id 1lateral disarmament, and in a
then discussed separately and sug- Affairs, Mr. William Messner, will~ sane nuclear policy. Do all libgestions were taken for changes speak to a student convocation on j erabs agree with those Cleveland
that might be advantageous in the Monday, March 5 in the Cash professors who protested against
new constitution. As suggestions Room. Mr. 1'1essner will speak on the prospect of government-built
were approved, they were written "The Future of the United Na- shelters because America would
.into the rough draft of the new
Uons." The convocation Is spon- thereby sanction nuclear warfare
constitution by the acting secreas an instrument of its own fortary, Gerry Brandt.
sored by The Political Forum.
cign policy? Do all liberals really
agree with John C r o s by that
It was decided that thern were
"Communism is not so bad after
t.':> be no major changes in the first
three articles of the original conall?"
Of course not. But apparently
stitution. However, it was decided
that article four, which considers
the liberals are so comfortable in
the White House that they need
the offices of the Club and the
duties thereof, was in need of
not worry about the roaches that
some modifications-. There were
scuttle across the floor. Boss, let's
several inadequacies in this article
clean the house as they did.
of the constitution, especially as
cnncems the office and duties of
the vice-president of the Club. It
was decided to merge the offices
0
of vice-president and librarian
into a single but more efficient
office. This action entailed the
3632 MONTGOMERY ROAD
abolishment of the office of librarian as such.

Bulletin

I

l

Each side has ta k e n arms
, against the other. That is the tota! war. Dissent has produced disintegration. Does the aver a g c
voter find the truth in charges
and counter-charges? Or docs he
find two forms of falsehood?
When problems are so complex
that many do not comprehend
them, any office .of trust cries for
integrity. But is the American
public being served? Or are our
politicians liberals and conscrvatives first and then Americans?
In the face of the enemy, we
stand. Is there no American answer? Must there be another Pearl
Harbor before we "fall in" as one
nation?
Clearly we need MORE LIGHT
and LESS HEAT.

Mardi Gras
This Evening
And

Over-the-Rhine
Saturday
Evening

-----------------------

MILLER'S Al,I, STAR

I00; Discount On Al Meals With This Ad
CHICO'S

DAIRY

Al&STM

FOODS

BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

~

Enjoy a Late Breakfast with us on Saturday and Sunday morning
(One Block South of Dana Avenue)

The Shield of Quality

ltalia11 a11d A1nerica11 Food

Tl was also decided that the office of treasurer was in need of
some slight alterations and additions. Henceforth, the treasurer
shoul be able to give an informal
b1>1 accurate account of the financi<1l dealings of the Club up to
that date. In addition, the h'easurer is obliged to submit an annual, comprehensive report of the
financial condition of the Club.

Don,t Forget

JEffer-n S·9366

656 East McMillan

OPEN EVERY DAY F&OM 11 A.M. &o 9:00 P.M.

WO 1-2474

l-ltunor Colunin
(Continued from Page 3)
are in the tradition of "Albatross"
"Bystander." Conservative
Corner has just started, but I look
forll'ard to its coming appearances
in gleeful anticipation. Messrs.
Cook, Heiselmann, and Nelson will
undoubtedly top their previous efforts at provoking guffaws. Well
dune, boys!
a nd

A. P. MacGregor, '63.

------DA.NCDIG

EVERY SUNDAY NICHT
ST. BERNARD EACLES HALL
4815 TOWllt AVE.
ST. BERNARD
AV 1·94J5
MUSIC BY SHADES Of 8LVE

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
Mon&!fomer~

Road
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
3616

Few Blocks North of th£ DOTm

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES

•

4-HOUR SERVICE •

New England
Hat

Manufacturing

Company

*

118 East Sixth Street

..

Cincinnati, Ohio

Salem refreshes your. taSte
~'~-~'every
. ,
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puff
--...

/AA.e, apef...~ ~/"~~- With every Salem cigarette, a soft,
refreshing taste is yours. Salem's special cigarette paper breathes in fresh air:
••• to smoke fresh and flavorful every time. Smoke refreshed ••• smoke Salem! ' ..
• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

